
Struggles Over Sovereignty
and Centralization

Since love and fear can hardly exist together, if we must choose between them,

it is far safer to be feared than loved.

—Niccolé Machiavelli, The Prince, published in 1532

Essential Question: Howdid the struggle for sovereignty result in varying
degreesof political centralization in early modern

Europe?

Tiree major changes in the early modern period—approximately the 15th
century through the 18th century—shapedits political development.

* the shift from decentralized power spread among manygroups and
individuals to centralized power in which a small group held control

> the shift in from the landed nobility who hadinheritedtheir position to
people with education,skills, and wealth

> the shift from law andjustice dictated byreligion to rules of law
dictated by a secular system

Sovereign States and Secular Laws
During the medieval period, monarchs gained and held power through the
support of the landed nobility and clergy who were loyal to them. Further
strengthening the power of these monarchs, the Holy Roman Empire dictated
that they ruled with religious authority. But the Empire was unable to maintain
such a model, which wasespecially challenged by two important developments:

+ political localism: local control of governments, history, and culture

° religious pluralism: acceptanceof diversereligions

In 1648, by the end of the Thirty Years’ War, the deadliest religious
conflict in European history (see Chapter 2), a new state system had emerged.
Because ofits widespread destruction, the Thirty Years’ War had completely
reshapedthereligious andpolitical mapofcentral Europe.
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This engraving was based on a 17th century painting by Dutch painterPhilips
Wouwerman.It captured the plight of homeless people displaced by the Thirty

Years’ War.

Credit: Getty Images

During the early modern period, professionals such as merchants and

lawyers gained increased power in European states. This centralization of

power ushered in a new form of diplomacy in which the sovereign state and

secular systemsof law played a central role in the creation of new political

institutions.

The Emergence of New Monarchies

Thestates that emerged during the early modern period that featured greater

royal control and centralization were known as new monarchies. They

laid the groundwork for the centralized modern state. These monarchies

established bureaucratic methods of tax collection, created strong military

forces, implemented systemsofjustice, and even determined their subjects’

religion. Especially in Spain, France, and England, monarchs controlled nearly

every aspect of people’s lives.

Spain During the first 75 years of the 15th century, the Spanish region

ofAragon, home to King Ferdinand, was one of the most important areas of

Europe.It was the main maritime powerofthe western Mediterranean, with an

impressivefleetof ships. On the other hand, the Castile region of Spain, home

to Queen Isabella, was in disorder. The marriage of Ferdinand andIsabella

in 1469 began the process of the unification of Spain. This consolidation of

powerrevitalized Spain.
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Using national taxes such as the alcabala (a tax on the sale or exchange of

property), Ferdinand andIsabella began to centralize power. To restore order in
Castile they used coreregidores (magistrates who collected taxes and worked to

strengthen royal authority) to carry out justice in the name of the monarch. The

defeat of Muslim Granada in 1492 completed the Reconquista, or the driving

of Muslims from Spain. Jews who had not converted to Christianity were

expelled at the same time. With a uniformly Christian population, combined
with the beginning of Spanish exploration of the New World by Christopher

Columbus, Ferdinand and Isabella had begun transforming Spain into a unified

and dominant world power.

France The Hundred Years’ War had left France in a shambles, yet it had
awakeneda national feeling that kings could use their positions to centralize

state power. Using the faille (a land tax organized under King Charles VID,

French kings gathered royal incometo establish an army, thus increasing royal

power. To carry outthe law, the king sent officials knownasbailiffs out into

the provinces. Later kings also brought the duchy of Burgundyas well as the

provinces ofAnjou, Provence, and Maine underroyal control, adding valuable
land and income to the crown. Ruling from 1461-1483, Louis XI, son of

Charles VII, helped France recover from the damage of the Hundred Years’

War and also weakened the powerof the aristocracy, strengthening the power

ofthe Crown.

The French Crown also was strengthened through an agreement between
French King Francis I and Pope Leo X in 1516. The Concordat of Bologna

permitted the pope to collect all the income that the Catholic Church made in

France. However, it also gave King Francis I more direct control over French

Catholic leaders by restricting their ability to communicate directly with

Romeand by confirming the king’s right to nominate church leaders, such as
archbishops, bishops, abbots, and priors.

In 1598, King Henry IV of France promoted French unity by issuing the

Edict of Nantes. This order granted the Calvinist Protestants of France, known

as Huguenots, rights that had not been afforded to them previously. By no

longer treating Huguenots as heretics, or individuals whoreject the faith of the
church, the edict helped unify France. It gave Huguenots civil rights, including

the right to worship as they chose, work in any field, work for the state, and

bring grievances directly to the king. It marked the end ofthereligious wars

that had been fought in France throughoutthe secondhalf of the 16th century.

England Combined with the Hundred Years’ War, the Wars of the Roses

had largely rid England of much of its feudal nobility. This period of civil

warfare between the House ofYork and the House of Lancaster ended with the
death of Richard III and the establishment of the Tudor monarchy. Henry VII,

the first Tudor monarch, increased royal power in a number of ways. He used

diplomacy to avoid expensive wars. He avoided overtaxing the landed gentry

and middle class. He sentjustices of the peace into the various counties to hear

cases and “dispense justice in the nameofthe king.” He also created the Royal
Council made up primarily of the gentry to advise the king.
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Henry also used the Court of the Star Chamberto control the actions of

irresponsible nobility. Namedforthe pattern ofstars on the ceiling ofthe room,
the Star Chamber was an English law court that was created in the late 15th

century. It was run by advisors to the monarch and judges. Whencreated,its
purpose wasto hear cases aginst wealthy and powerful individuals that regular

courts might have been unwilling to convict. It evolved into an appeals court,

one that could overturn decisions of lowercourts.

However, the Star Chamber becameincreasingly powerful and subject to

political influence. It used its unchecked powerto oppresssocial andpolitical

enemies without any real trial. Friends of the monarch were encouraged to
bypass lowercourts to receive a favorable judgment from the Star Chamber.

The body was disbanded in the year after the British Parliament passed the

Habeas Corpus Act in 1640, The term “Star Chamber”is still in use today.

The term refers to secretive, upper-level government meetings that excerpt

arbitrary power.

German Territories and the Peace of Augsburg Also called the

Augsburg Settlement, the Peace ofAugsburg wassignedin the city ofAugsburg,

Germany, in 1555. It was a treaty between Holy Roman Emperor Charles V
and the Schmalkaldic League, an alliance of Protestant territories within

the Holy Roman Empire. The Schmalkaldic League formed to defend those

Germanterritories against the directives of the conference known as the Diet

of Augsburg of 1531, which gave them a deadline to convert to Catholicism.

The Peace of Augsburg officially ended this religious struggle, as it allowed
individual rulers to choose whethertheir subjects would practice the Lutheran

or the Roman Catholic form of Christianity.

Charles V signed the Augsburg agreement because he was worried that

the Schmalkaldic League would align itself with France. Though France was

primarily Roman Catholic, it feared the power Charles V was amassing more

than it wanted to advance the spread of Catholicism.

Secular Laws

The Peace of Westphalia in 1648involved a seriesoftreaties among the Holy

Roman Empire, France, Sweden,andotherstates that brought peace by ending

the Thirty Years’ War. The treaties that made up the Peace of Westphalia had

importantresults, as they

° ended the major Europeanreligious wars.

+ ended the medieval Christian ideal of a universal Christendom.

Calvinism becameofficially recognized within the Holy Roman

Empire. While Christianity was already divided, the treaties recognized

that the unity of European Christians was shattered.

° recognized the decline of the Holy Roman Empire by granting

individual leaders control over their states’ religion. About 300
sovereign German states emerged, with Prussia and Austria dominating.
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Gains in Power Duringthe rule of the Holy Roman Empire, the Catholic

Church wasthe primary influence on daily life, as it was a primary financier.

For example, it had enough wealth to commission artwork, which is why so

muchofthe art produced before the Renaissance wasreligiousart. Innovations

in banking and finance promoted the growth of urban financial centers and
of a money economy.As a result, commercial and professional groups, such

as merchants, lawyers, and other educated andtalented individuals, acquired

increasing powerin the state, often in alliance with the monarchs.

In Northern Europe, the development of commerce and finance led to a

golden age of art. For example, in the Netherlands, Dutch artists painted for

private collectors rather than the Catholic Church. These private individuals

supported a large numberof painters and a wide range ofstyles. While many
artists contined to use religious themes, they often showedthe influence of

Protestantism. Others portrayed wealthy individuals
Merchantsandfinanciers also led developments in Renaissance Italy. One

of the most prominent families based in what is today Italy were the Medici

of Florence. Even before the Peace of Westphalia, no other family was so

important in financing the Italian Renaissance. Medici were independent
patrons of the arts, providing greater artistic freedom that was previously

unknown. They also commissioned writing on political theories that directly

influenced political leaders, of the Renaissance and for generations to come.

The Medici family itself also produced three popes and two queens and
founded the Medici Bank, one of the most prosperous institutions in Europe

at that time.

Gentry Reform in Englandalso saw noble titles moving toward a reward

for personal or professional accomplishment. The gentry was the class of
prosperous families who made their money through commercial ventures

rather than inheritance, though they did sometimes include ruralaristocrats,

or landed gentry. The gentry in Englandoften allied with the king to increase

theirpolitical standing.

SecularPolitical Theories

Thepolitical fragmentation of the Holy Roman Empireallowed for new ideas

on politics throughout Europe. Several writers developed theories to support
the emerging secular state, or a government not primarily based onreligion.

In Renaissance Italy, Nicolo Machiavelli in The Prince provided for new

concepts of the state. As power transferred away from traditional religious

bodies and toward larger secular states, such political theories strengthened

the state institutions.
These political theories focused on two types of relationships—those

between individuals and those between individuals andthe state. The theories

also explored the responsibilities inherent in such relationships, especially the

state’s duty to take care ofits people.
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Niccolo Machiavellianism: Rulers

Machiavelli should be willing to use

cunning and deceit to keep

Florentine themselves in power. Doing
1469-1527 so will also help society by

providing security and stable

government.

His most famous work,

The Prince, was written as

a handbookfor rulers and

aspiring political leaders.

Significance

+ He is considered the father of

modern-day political science.

+ He argued that ambition and

therefore conflict are an inevitable
part of humannature.

* He advocated for republicanism—

the belief in states ruled by the

consentofcitizens through elected

leaders rather than monarchs.

 

Jean Bodin Absolute Sovereignty:

Rulers of the sovereign
French state, operating by the

1530-1596 doctirine of the divine right

of kings, maintain peace by

issuing laws and dictating

religion, regardless of

whetherthe people consent.

His book Colloquium ofthe
Sevenis a conversation about

truth among men from seven

religious andintellectual

traditions, including

skepticism.

+ He spread the idea of the modern

state as different from the personal
holdings of the monarch.

» He viewed families (patriarchy) as

the modelfor the state.

+ He was an early advocate for

religious tolerance.

 

Hugo Grotius Natural Law: Humans are

born with certain innate

Dutch rights. Leaders should govern
1583-1645 byrational laws or ethical

principles based in reason.

His book On the Law of War

and Peace outlined the rules

of war. Grotius argued that

there are three just causes of

war: self-defense, reparation

of injury, and punishment.

* He laid the foundation for

internationallaw and diplomacy,

including freedom of the seas

and humanetreatmentofcivilians
during war.

+ He defined the idea of one society

of states, governed by laws and

agreement, not by force and

warfare.

+ His vision of an international

society influenced the Peace of

 

Thomas Social Contract: Power

Hobbes comes from an agreement

among people rather than

British from divine right. A society
1588-1679 needsa very powerful

governmentto keep order.

His book Leviathan was

written during the English

Civil War, a time of turmoil

and violence.   * He promotedthe ideaof the rights

of individuals.

* He arguedfor the natural equality

of all humans.

* He believed that people had the
right to do whateverthe law does

not forbid.   
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New Diplomacy and New Warfare

The Peace of Westphalia in 1648 brought the end of the Age of Religious

Wars in Europe. With the end of those wars, a new concept, balance of power,

became important, affecting how European states interacted and playing an

important role in diplomatic and military objectives. A nation or group of
nations maintains balance of powerby assuring thatits strength equals that of

potential adversaries, such as through military mightoralliances.

Advances in military technology and tactics also changed warfare. The

developmentofartillery and mobile cannons wasrevolutionary. Knights with

swordsriding on horseback gave way to troops shootingrifles and marching

in lines. Armed forces became professional organizations undercontrol of a

sovereign, not a noble aristocrat. Largerunits fighting for a single state replaced
small militias fighting for their local leader.These changes gave more powerto

the states and to state leaders willing to adopt those advancements.

This great military revolution favored the rulers who could manage the

resources necessary to build increasingly complex fortifications, or defenses.

Successful leaders werealso skilled at managing increasingly complex groups

oftroops. Monarchs who wereableto increase taxes enough to build a military

outmaneuvered those who could not. This was especially true in Sweden,

France, and Spain.

Sweden under Gustavus Adolphus

Bythe end of the 17th century, infantry units in Sweden resembled those that

wouldpersist well into the 20th century. Small militias faded away,replaced by
standing armies—larger, more permanent military units. Military ranks, from

private to general, also began to develop. One ruler, King Gustavus Adolphus

of Sweden (1594-1632), was primarily responsible for most of these changes.

Gustavus Adolphus ran his military units like machines. A master of

organization, he gave his infantry and cavalry the capacity for offense,

providing increased firepower so they could strike first. He made his artillery
mobile, and he organized linear formations of soldiers to be more flexible and

responsible to commands.

France

The military revolution ofthis time reached its peak in France. After the Thirty

Years’ War, the French army became Europe’s dominant land force. Up until

this point, Spain had been the prevailing military power. The French army

adoptedthe basic infantry formation from King Gustavus Adolphus’s Swedes,

but in much greater numbers.
Louis XIV helped make the French army superior to others of the time.

Heenacted reformsto bring individual field commanders under control, built

33 new fortresses, and remodeled 3,000 others. These fortresses were fully

equipped. An army on the march could make camp at any of them and find

everything they needed, including food and heavyartillery.
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Spain under the Habsburgs

Even with France’s great power, Spain under the Habsburgs dominated Europe

politically and militarily for muchofthe 16th and 17th centuries. The Habsburg

family created a dynasty, producing emperors and kings for the Holy Roman

Empire and throughout Europe, including Phillip II of Spain (see page 40).

Spain under the Habsburgs comprised several smaller kingdoms, including

Aragon,Castile, Leon, Navarre and, beginning in 1580, Portugal.
The Habsburg influence also ushered in the “Siglo de Oro,” Spanish for

“Golden Century,” a time of great art and culture in Spain. The Habsburgs

were great patronsofthe arts in both Austria and Spain, the primary areas of

their control. Painting, sculpture, architecture, music, andliterature all thrived

in Spain under the Habsburgs. The works produced in Spain during the Siglo

de Oro rivaled those ofthe great Italian masters of the Renaissance.

Challenges to Monarchs

Influential, successful monarchs such as those in England, France, and Spain

were not universal, however. Throughoutthe rest of Europe, small factions of

individuals challenged their monarchs andresisted political centralization, a
form of government in which a single person or small group exercises control.

In eastern and southern Europe especially, the traditional elites—the landed

nobility—fought hard to maintain their positions. This struggle for power

ultimately produced varied types of governmentsystems across Europe.

Monarchies seeking enhanced powerfaced challenges from nobles who

wishedto retain traditional formsofshared governanceand regional autonomy.
Competition between monarchsand nobles wasfierce and ongoing,especially
in England, France, and Spain.

The English Civil War

The English Civil War erupted as a result of the Stuart monarchs’ efforts to

make England an absolute monarchy. Succeeding Elizabeth I, James VI of

Scotland became King JamesI ofEngland. His son Charles I, who succeeded

him, constantly argued with Parliament over taxes and other issues; as a

result, in 1642, civil war broke out between Parliamentarians, also called

“Roundheads,” who wanted change, and Royalists, also called “Cavaliers,”

who supported the monarchy. The Parliamentary army, under Oliver

Cromwell, wasvictorious, and in 1649,Parliamentary forces executed Charles

I. Cromwellestablished a Commonwealth but spent much ofhis energyputting

down Royalist revolts. In 1653, he became Lord Protector and ruled until his

death in 1658. After his son Richard ruledbriefly as lord protector, England’s
Parliament restored the monarchy. Charles II became king in 1660.
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Date Event Significance

1603 James| + James| spent extravagantly withlittle

succeeds oversight from Parliament.

Elizabeth |

1625 Charles | » Charles| tried to fulfill his father’s wish
succeeds to unite England with Ireland, which made

James| Parliament suspicious that such a move would
strengthen royal power and weaken the power

of Parliament.
» Jamesbelievedin the divine right of kings,

which caused conflict with Parliament.

1642 Civil War begins - Supporters of Charles | fought supporters of
the so-called Long Parliament becauseit

lasted from 1640 to 1660.

1649 Charles | « Execution of amonarch was rare and

executed shocking.

1649-1653 Parliament » Parliament and the Council of State replaced

creates the the monarchy.

Commonwealth

of England

1651 Civil War ends * Supporters of Charles | fought supporters
of the Rump Parliament, a broad term

for any part of Parliament left over from a

preceding Parliament.Fighting ended with

the Parliamentarian victory at the Battle of

Worcester on September3, 1651.

1653-1658 Protectorate * England wasruled for a short time as a

reigns republic, not a monarchy.
» Oliver Cromwell was named Lord Protector

over the Commonwealth of England, Scotland,

and Ireland.
« WhenOliver Cromwell died, his son, Richard,

became Lord Protector. He was unable

to carry onhis father’s policies, and the

protectoratefailed.

1660 Restoration + Parliament’s New Model Army removed begins  Richard and reinstated the Rump Parliament

and the monarchy.
English, Scottish, and Irish monarchies were

restored under CharlesIl.  
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Contrast the appearance ofKing Charles (left) and Oliver Cromwell (right). These differences
reflected notjust ideas about clothing and hairstyle but deep-seatedreligious viewsas well.

Credit: Getty Images

France under Louis XIII and Cardinal Richelieu

In France, a far different outcome emerged after a challenge to the monarch:
absolutism, based on the political theory of Jean Bodin. During the reign of

King Louis XIII, from 1610 to 1643, France wasruled as a Catholic country.

As result, the French monarch wasable to cementan alliance with both the

clergy and the middle class to build a powerful centralized government.

Cardinal Richelieu Louis XIII relied on his chief minister, Cardinal

Richelieu, to oversee the consolidation of his power. As chief minister from

1624 to 1642, Richelieu used the royal army to disband the private armies

of the great Frencharistocrats and to take away independence from the few

remaining Protestant towns. More significantly, Richelieu stripped provincial

aristocrats of their administrative powers by dividing France into about

30 districts. Each district was under the control of an “intendent,” or royal
administrator, and every intendent was underthe control of Richelieu.

Richelieu died in 1642 and was succeeded by Cardinal Mazarin. When

Louis XIII died in 1643, his successor, Louis XIV, was only five years old.

Mazarin became young Louis’s regent, or caretaker.

The Fronde Violent civil uprisings against the monarchy erupted between

1648 and 1653 to checkthe growing powerofFrance’s royal government. This

series of uprisings was known as The Fronde (French for “slingshot” after

the rocks protesters threw). The Fronde was not successful, butit ultimately

scarred young Louis XIV so deeply that he intensified his absolutism for the
rest ofhis reign. The failure ofThe Fronde did reveal the inability ofthe French

nobility and Parliamentto lead the nation effectively at that time.
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The Catalan Revolt in Spain

In 1640, Spain faced increased military threat from its neighborto the north,

France. Spain’s King Philip III therefore attempted to centralize his power

and raise taxes to fund the ongoing wars. He also sent Count Olivares, one

of his favored ministers, into the Spanish region of Catalonia with roughly

9,000 troops to gain access to the region’s people and resourcesto fight the

French. Instead, he was met with fierce Catalan backlash. The Catalan Revolt
ultimately caused the downfall of Olivares.

Dutch Resistance in the Spanish Netherlands

The decline of Spain as an economic powerpartially resulted from growing

competition from the Netherlands, a region underSpain’s control. The Dutch
Revolt, also knownas the Dutch War for Independence, lasted 80 years, from

1568 to 1648, leading to Dutch independence being officially recognized by

the Peace of Westphalia.

The Netherlands had already achieved a central role in inter-European

trade as a result of its geographic position and large merchant marinefleet.

For example, the Netherlands provided a connection between the Baltic
region of north-central Europe andthe rest of the continent. Increasingly, the

Netherlands’ capital ofAmsterdam outstripped Spanish-controlled Antwerp as

northern Europe’s center of commerce.

Conflicts Among Identity-Based Minorities

While the English Civil War and the conflicts in France, Spain, and the

Netherlands pitted nobles against monarchies, groups of citizens fought

among themselvesin conflicts in other areas of Europe. Minority groups with

identities based on a unique languageorculture resisted the dominantnational

group, often with far-reaching consequences, including inflaming conflicts
that brought the Thirty Years’ War.

Czech identity in the Holy Roman Empire In the 17th century, the

Bohemian Estates—located in modern-day Czech Republic—was under

control of the Habsburgsandrepresented the different regions and interests of
the Czech people. Czech nobility also dominated the region. The Bohemian

Estates tried to maintain its Czech identity and social status, despite the

Habsburgs’ attempts to mandate Catholicism and centralize their power. In

1618, the Bohemian Estates rose against the Habsburgs, signaling the start of

hostilities of the Thirty Years’ War, but were defeated in 1620 at the Battle of
the White Mountain.

Oneof the primary influences in this movement was Jan Hus, though he

had lived two centuries earlier. Hus was a voice for reforming the Catholic

Church long before the Protestant Reformation led by Martin Luther and

John Calvin. His teachings had a strong influence on the states of Western

Europe, most immediately in the approval of the reformed Bohemianreligious
denomination. Hus was burned at the stake for heresy in 1415.
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Celtic Regions of Scotland, Ireland, and France Clashes between

traditional Celtic societies in modernizing European states began in the

17th century and stemmed from both religious and economic conflicts.

Traditionally religious people, Celts were affected by variousstates’ attempts
to limit religious nonconformity. Celtic farmers were removed from their land

as militaries expanded their infrastructure, such as the fortifications built by

Louis XIV in France.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: WAS WESTPHALIA A TURNING POINT?

Friedrich von Schiller was a Germanliterary icon in the 18th century, long before

the modern German state existed. By the time he wrote his comprehensive

History ofthe Thirty Years’ War (1790), Europeans had more than one century

to evaluate the war’s significance.

Westphalia Changed Europe’s Direction As a late 18th century writer,

Schiller viewed history as the inevitable outcomeofparticular events and was

especially interested in freedom. As such,he believed in the great significance

of the Peace of Westphalia and suggested at the end of his work that “A mere

abridgment of [the Peace of Westphalia] would reduce to a mere skeleton

one of the most interesting and characteristic monuments of human policy

andpassions, and deprive it of every feature calculated to fix attention of the

public, for which I write, and of which I now respectfully take my leave.”

Scholars have shared his view ofthe powerofthis document, but they are now

questioningifthe reality lives up to the legend.

In 1948, Leo Gross, an expert in international relations with experience in both

the League of Nations and the United Nations, shared Schiller’s view of the

significance of the Peace of Westphalia. Nearly every article about the legacy

ofits treaties begins with the claim by Grossthat the Peace of Westphalia was

the basis for ideas of national sovereignty and balance ofpower. He viewedthe

document asthe “starting point for the developmentof international law”at a

time when the world was on the brink of Cold War divisions. Gross’s argument

fit so wellinto the stories historians and other scholars of internationalrelations

wanted to tell that few questionedit.

Evenin the globalized world oftoday, Jason Farr, a modern scholarinterested in

globalinteractions, has emphasizedthe staying powerofnational identification

and sovereignty rooted in the Westphalian system. Such was the obsession

about the Peace of Westphalia, the recognition of sovereignty and the balance

proposed between newly established sovereigns.

Not a Turning Point However,historian Andreas Osianderargued in 2001 that

since “most of the states in question had been around for a long time, neither

their survival nor even their independence [sovereignty] wasat stake in this

war.” Osianderpostulated that neither France, Sweden, nor any Europeanstate

faced aggression by the Habsburgs, and yet the idea that the Habsburgs were

abusing their power seemed widespreadin all analyses of the Thirty Years’
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War. In piecing together the sources, Osiander concluded that this view was

largely shaped by French and Swedish propaganda.Heplacedpartial blame on

Swedish diplomat Johan Adler Salvius, who traveled and provided farfetched
evidence of an aggressive Habsburg empire to the German principalities. To

further challenge the Westphalian myth, Osiander turned to the actual terms

of the Peace and notedthat it made no mention ofsovereignty, independence

of Europeanstates, the power of the emperor or pope,or even establishing a

balance of power. Osiander concluded that the current notions of nation-state

sovereignty are so powerful that it has been difficult to understand a much

more complicated relationship amongthe state actors of the 17th century. As

a result, he concluded, international relations scholars have imposed false

meaning andsignificance on the Peace of Westphalia to serve modern needs.

KEY TERMS BY THEME

Governance

English Civil War

Charles|

decentralized power

centralized power

political localism

religious pluralism

Thirty Years’ War

New Monarchies

modern state

Star Chamber

Concordat of Bologna

Peace of Augsburg

Schmalkaldic League

Diet of Augsburg

Edict of Nantes

Huguenots

social contract

absolutism

Peace of Westphalia

gentry

secular state

Machiavellianism

sovereign state

natural law

absolute sovereignty

balance of power

King Gustavus Adolphus

political centralization

English Civil War

CharlesII

Parliamentarians

Royalists

Oliver Cromwell

Long Parliament

Commonwealth of
England

Rump Parliament

protectorate

The Fronde

Catalan Revolt

Dutch Revolt

Jan Hus
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1-3 refer to the following passage.

“TI. And forasmuchasall matters examinable . . . before the said judges,or in

the court commonlycalled the star-chamber, may have their proper remedy

and redress, and their due punishmentandcorrection, by the commonlaw of

the land, and in the ordinary course ofjustice elsewhere;

(2) and forasmuchas the reasons and motives[for creating] that court do now

cease:

(3) and the proceedings, censures anddecreesofthat court, have by experience

been found to be... an arbitrary power and government... .

III. Be it ordained and enacted by the authority of this present parliament,

That the said court commonly called the star-chamber. . . be ...clearly and

absolutely dissolved, taken away and determined.”

adapted from Act by the English Parliament, July 5, 1641

1. The topic of the excerpt was a sign of which development?

a) The creation of new monarchies in Europe

b) The decline in power of Oliver Cromwell

c) Theincreasing religious turmoil in Scotland

d) The ongoing struggle for power between monarchsand other groups

2. Who would have most strongly supported this Act of Parliament?

a) Critics of the monarch

b) Roman Catholics

©) People who owedtaxes

d) Membersofthe clergy ofall denominations

3. Which contributed most to the change described in the excerpt?

a) The court contributed to the start of the Anglican Church.

b) The court contributed to the start of the French Warsof Religion.

c) The court oppressed the monarch’s enemies.

d) The court oppressed the monarch’s supporters.
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Questions 4-6 refer to the following passage.

“Thefirst attribute of the sovereign prince therefore is the power to make

law binding on all his subjects in general and on each in particular. But to

avoid any ambiguity one must add that he does so without the consent of

any superior, equal, or inferior being necessary.If the prince can only make

law with the consent of a superior he is a subject; if of an equal he shares

his sovereignty;if of an inferior, whether it be a council of magnates or the

people, it is not he who is sovereign...

But because /aw is an imprecise and generalterm,it is as well to specify the

otherattributes of sovereignty comprisedin it, such as the making of war and

peace. This is one of the most importantrights of sovereignty, since it brings

in its train either the ruin or the salvationofthestate...

Thethird attribute of sovereignty is the power to institute the great officers

ofstate...

The fourth attribute of sovereignty, and one which has always been among

its principalrights,is that the prince should bethefinal resort of appeal from

all other courts.”

Jean Bodin, Six Books ofthe Commonwealth, 1576

4. Which of the following is the historical context in which the theory of

sovereignty expressed in the passage emerged?

a) The defeat of the Spanish Armada

b) The Fronde uprisings in France

c) The Peace of Westphalia

d) The fragmentation of the the Holy Roman Empire

5. Which group orindividual would agree most strongly with the political

theories about sovereignty expressed in the passage?

a) Catholics

b) Huguenots

c) Hugo Grotius

d) Machiavelli

6. Based on the writer’s view of an absolute monarchy, which power of

the ruler would the writer consider most important?

a) To reflect the will of the people

b) To issue laws

c) To obey the Church

d) To heed outside influences
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Questions 7-8 refer to the map below.

RELIGIOUS DIVISIONS IN EUROPE, 1648
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7. The map mostdirectly shows the results ofwhich agreement?

a) The Peace ofAugsburg

b) The Concordat of Bologna

e) The Edict ofNantes

d) The Peace of Westphalia

8. What effect on the practice of religion did the settlement shown on the

map have in Europe?

a) The Habsburgrulers were successful in restoring Catholicism

throughout Europe.

b) Princes, bishops, and otherlocal leaders within the Holy Roman

Empire were granted control overreligion.

c) Religious tolerance was granted to Muslims in the Holy Roman

Empire.

d) Freedom of conscience was guaranteed in lands of Eastern Orthodox

rulers.
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SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage below to answerall parts of the question that follows.

“The clear loser in 1648 was the Holy Roman emperor. The Peace of

Westphalia, in reaffirming the terms of the Peace of Augsburg,effectively

created about 1,800 sovereign states within the boundaries of the empire.

The extent to which the Holy Roman Empire and its emperor were crippled

over the remaining 150 years of its existence is a matter of some debate

amonghistorians. While somepolitically motivated historians havetried to

claim that all of Germany’s ills can be traced to the Thirty Years’ War,it is

indisputable that the war left the emperor with reduced power and a reduced

role in administering his empire.”

“The Peace ofWestphalia Ends the Thirty Years’ War: 1648.”

a) Describe ONEpieceofevidence that supports the author’s views on

the effect of the Thirty Years’ War on the Holy Roman Empire.

b) Describe ONEpiece of evidence that suggests a different influence

on weakening the Holy Roman Empire.

ec) Describe one way that another European state gained influence at the

expense of the Holy Roman Empire.

2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Describe ONEsignificant political cause of the English Civil War.

b) Describe ONEsignificantreligious cause of the English Civil War.

©) Explain ONEsignificantresult of the English Civil War.

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the extent to which the commercial revolution led to an

increase in political centralization in the 16th and 17th centuries.

2, Evaluate the extent to which a New Monarch’s policies changed the

relationship between the monarch and the nobles in the 16th and 17th

centuries.

REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In oneto three paragraphs, explain how the struggle for sovereignty

resulted in varying degrees of political centralization during the early

modern period.
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WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: FORMULATEA THESIS

In a historical essay, the writer lays out a clear andlogical point of view and

then defends it with supporting arguments and evidence. The sentence or

sentencesthat state the argumentfor the essay is the thesis statement. It usually

appearsin the first paragraph.

A thesis statement should never simply rephrase the prompt. The prompt

is usually a neutral statement, while a thesis statement states a position. A

thesis statement should (1) respond directly to the prompt, (2) be specific

and engaging, (3) take an evaluative position, (4) make a point that can be

supported by several main subtopics, and (5) explain both how and why

something happened.

All other paragraphs, except the conclusion, should provide information

to support the thesis statement. The conclusion should summarize the support

for the thesis and mayrestate the thesis in revised wording.

Foreachprompt, choose the more effective thesis statement.

1. Analyze how challenges to absolutismresulted in alternativepolitical

systems.

a. Challengesto absolutism resulted in alternative political systems

because people weretired of monarchsrulingall aspects oftheir lives.

b. In events such as the English Civil War andtherise of the Dutch

Republic, the gentry and the aristocracy forced a change from abso-

lute monarchyto a constitutional type of governmentto protect their

rights,

2. Explain how Louis XIV’s policies provoked a coalition of European

powers to oppose him.

a, Louis XIV attempted to gain control over much of Europe by waging

nearly continuous war. Becauseofthis, the Dutch, the Holy Roman

Empire, Austria, Spain, and England often combined forces to combat

his influence.

b. Louis XIV,also known as the Sun King, reigned for 72 years, which

waslonger than any other European monarch. Hebuilt the Palace of

Versailles and initiated a golden age ofarts andliterature in France.

3. Evaluate the most significant effect of the Peace of Westphalia on the

ideal of a unified Christian Europe.

a. The Peace of Westphalia endedthe Christian ideal of a universal

Christendom,because it accepted Calvinism and allowed eachruler to

determine theirstate’s religions.

b. The Peace of Westphalia ended the major Europeanreligious wars and

established a balance of power among European nations.
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